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Abstract

In digital pathology, both detection and classification of
cells are important for automatic diagnostic and prognos-
tic tasks. Classifying cells into subtypes, such as tumor
cells, lymphocytes or stromal cells is particularly challeng-
ing. Existing methods focus on morphological appearance
of individual cells, whereas in practice pathologists often
infer cell classes through their spatial context. In this pa-
per, we propose a novel method for both detection and clas-
sification that explicitly incorporates spatial contextual in-
formation. We use the spatial statistical function to describe
local density in both a multi-class and a multi-scale manner.
Through representation learning and deep clustering tech-
niques, we learn advanced cell representation with both ap-
pearance and spatial context. On various benchmarks, our
method achieves better performance than state-of-the-arts,
especially on the classification task.

1. Introduction
We propose the first joint cell detection and classification

method that explicitly learns a spatial-context-aware repre-
sentation of cells. We demonstrate that incorporating spatial
context will significantly improve the performance, espe-
cially for the classification task.

Identification of various types of cells such as tumor
cells, lymphocytes, and stromal cells from whole-slide his-
tology images is an important step towards automatic di-
agnosis and prognosis in digital pathology. The spatial ar-
rangement of different cells can comprehensively character-
ize the interaction between tumor and immune cells and be
correlated with clinical outcomes [29, 48, 23]. One good ex-
ample is the detection and measurement of tumor infiltrat-
ing lymphocytes (TILs), i.e., lymphocytes residing within
the border of invasive tumors [36]. The prevalence of TILs
has been shown to be associated with better clinical out-
comes [37, 38, 41]. Aside from lymphocytes, the presence
of isolated or small clusters of tumor cells at the invasive
tumor front, a phenomenon known as tumor budding, is a

prognosis biomarker associated with an increased risk of
lymph node metastasis in colorectal carcinoma and other
solid malignancies [28]. Other examples include the assess-
ment of lymphovascular invasion and perineural invasion
[27] and the identification and measurement of intraepithe-
lial lymphocytes for the diagnosis of celiac disease [34]. All
these studies necessitate an effective algorithm to accurately
identify cells of different types.

Multi-class cell identification involves both cell detec-
tion and cell classification. Cell detection has been stud-
ied extensively in the past few decades [40, 21, 45]. Exist-
ing approaches either adopt the object detection algorithm
from computer vision [20, 47], or treat the problem as an
instance segmentation problem and segment nuclei one-by-
one [18, 19, 32, 25, 30]. Although segmentation methods
provide detailed nuclei morphology, their training requires
highly detailed and thus time-consuming nuclei mask anno-
tation. To circumvent this bottleneck, one may use weakly-
supervised methods [31, 46, 43, 11] to segment nuclei based
only on point annotations, i.e., points placed at the centers
of nuclei. Point annotation is a much more affordable anno-
tation for large scale training.

Despite the success in the cell detection, our progress on
cell classification is not as advanced. Indeed, classification
is a challenging task even for human experts. Cells of differ-
ent kinds can manifest with similar appearance. Meanwhile,
cells of the same type may exhibit large variation of mor-
phology and texture in regions of neoplasia and inflamma-
tion. To correctly classify cells in such challenging scenar-
ios, pathologists not only use appearance, but also rely on
the contextual information of surrounding cells, their spatial
relationships and tissue architecture. For example, degen-
erating or apoptotic cells often cluster together within the
luminal spaces of gland forming tumors and can be readily
identified in this context despite the spectrum of morpho-
logic features they display; a context which can be identified
through cellular architectural patterns in a larger scale. Sim-
ilarly, architectural patterns can be used to help distinguish
reactive stromal cells from tumor cells when their shape and
chromatin pattern are indistinguishable.
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Figure 1. Sample results with and without spatial contexts. Blue,
red, and green dots represent inflammatory, epithelial, and stromal
cells, respectively. From left to right: original patches, detection
and classification results without spatial contexts, our method us-
ing spatial contexts, ground truth point annotation. Our method
better classify cells using spatial contexts.

To design an ideal classification algorithm, it is essential
to imitate a pathologist’s thought process and incorporate
the spatial context into the decision making. Unlike existing
methods which only learns the context implicitly [19, 40],
we propose a novel algorithm that explicitly leverages spa-
tial context. To model the spatial context, we introduce the
classic Ripley’s K-function [15] from spatial statistics [5].
The K-function encodes spatial relationship between cells
in a multi-class, multi-scale manner. It has been shown to be
a powerful descriptor of cellular architectures [48, 7]. How-
ever, existing studies use the K-function mainly for down-
stream analysis, not for better cell identification as we do.

Our major challenge is that the spatial context is not
available at inference time; one cannot infer the K-function
without first identifying cells and their classes. To ad-
dress this challenge, we assume a deep neural network
has sufficient learning power and propose to learn a
spatial-context-aware representation through a multi-
task learning framework. We train a deep neural net that
jointly performs cell detection, cell classification and spatial
context prediction (i.e., predicting K-functions). Through
training, the network learns a representation that incorpo-
rates both appearance and spatial context. At inference
stage, only the detection and classification modules are
used. But the spatial-context-aware representation ensures
a superior performance. See Figure 1 for an illustration.

To learn with such a multi-task framework is challeng-
ing, because the tasks are very different in nature. The
cell classification/detection modules predict class labels.
Whereas the spatial context prediction module needs to pre-
dict K-functions, which are high-dimensional continuous-
valued vectors. To better learn with these tasks, we intro-
duce a deep clustering module, inspired by works in unsu-
pervised and weakly-supervised learning [10, 13]. In this

module, we introduce pseudo-labels generated by cluster-
ing of the deep representation. These pseudo-labels serve
as a connection between cell class labels and K-functions,
thus facilitate the collaboration of different modules and the
fusion of appearance and spatial information. See Figure 2
for an overview of our model.

We apply our method, called MCSpatNet, to a joint cell
detection and classification task. We evaluate our method
on three benchmark datasets (breast cancer, colorectal can-
cer and lung cancer), all of which with multi-class point
annotations.1 Our method outperforms various SOTA base-
lines, demonstrating the power of the spatial-context-aware
representation.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

• We propose a novel cell detection and classification
method which, for the first time, explicitly learns a
spatial-context-aware representation of cells via multi-
task learning.

• We introduce spatial statistical functions (K-function)
as an effective descriptor of cells’ spatial context.

• We introduce spatial context prediction module and
deep clustering module to facility learning of the rep-
resentation.

• Our code is available here: https://github.
com/TopoXLab/MCSpatNet

1.1. Related Work

Most cell detection from point annotation methods op-
erate by training a regression network to predict a proba-
bility density map that has high values at the ground truth
points and the probability attenuates as you go further away.
The detected cells are then the peaks in the regressed maps
[40, 21]. In [45, 24] a patch-wise classification is performed
of whether a patch contains a cell nucleus in the center.
[20, 47] use faster-RCNN object detection algorithm [33].
One can naturally extend the method by using other sim-
ilar object detection algorithms [8, 14, 9]. Our proposed
method learns to detect cells by pixel-wise binary classi-
fication. It is trained with ground truth binary maps where
each connected component represents a cell nucleus and the
components are restricted to not overlap so as to respect the
boundaries between cells.

When nuclei segmentation masks are available, fully su-
pervised instance segmentation methods can be trained to
predict nuclei contours [50, 19, 30]. Alternatively, weakly
supervised nucleus segmentation methods learn to segment

1Our model can naturally be extended to mask annotations. In this
paper, we focus on point annotations as they are much more afford-
able. Indeed, our experiments reveal that our spatial-context-aware model
trained with point annotations can be as good as segmentation-based mod-
els trained with mask annotations w.r.t. detection and classification.
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nuclei using ground truth point annotations [31, 46, 43, 11].
These methods mostly implement some form of detection
followed by refinement to get more accurate boundaries.

There are fewer methods that target cell classification,
mostly operating in 2-stages. [40] has a 2-stage detection
and patch-wise classification, where the patches are small
windows centered at the detected cells. [12, 48] perform
a 2-stage segmentation and patch-wise classification. [48]
further applies spatial kernel smoothing and cancer region
detection to improve the classification accuracy. [51] also
applies a classification smoothing on top of [40] using con-
ditional random field (CRF) built on cells and superpixels.
[49] classifies readily available patches that are coarsely
centered around the nuclei. [19] proposes a fully supervised
segmentation and pixel-wise cell classification method us-
ing 3 network branches for segmentation, boundary detec-
tion, and classification tasks.

Deep clustering [10, 3, 26, 22] has been known to en-
hance feature representation in unsupervised and weakly
supervised learning [22, 44, 13]. Mostly, deep clustering
methods generate clusters from feature representations and
learn to predict the cluster for each input instance [10, 26].
Other methods try to learn clusters that maximize the infor-
mation across classes [3, 22]. Similar to [10, 13], we iter-
atively generate pseudo labels for sub-classifying cells by
deep clustering. We use features encoding the spatial statis-
tics functions and the class texture features thus combining
the spatial and visual contexts for a better representation.

2. Method

We propose a method for joint cell detection and clas-
sification on H&E stained images. The prediction and the
ground truth are in the form of multi-class point annota-
tions; one point is positioned in the approximate center of
each nucleus, with specific cell class labels: inflammatory,
epithelial2, and stromal cells. See Fig. 3 for an illustration.

Our model has several different modules corresponding
to different tasks. These modules share the same input and
the same feature extractor. But they have their own blocks
of convolutional layers for their own different prediction
tasks. This way these tasks learn and benefit from a com-
mon representation without conflicts.

The architecture is shown in Fig. 2. Aside from the cell
detection and classification modules, our method has two
additional modules. First, we introduce a spatial distribu-
tion prediction module, which learns to predict the cells’
associated spatial statistics functions. As a result, it learns
to pool features that describe the spatial context. To further
improve the feature representation, we introduce a cell-level
deep clustering module. The module iteratively cluster cells

2Our patches are selected from cancerous regions, in which epithelial
cells are tumor cells.

based on the feature representation and predict their clus-
ters. It integrates both appearance and spatial contexts into
a better feature representation.

In Sec. 2.1, we formulate the spatial context information,
and illustrate its intuition. In Sec. 2.2, we provide details of
all four modules and the common feature extractor.

2.1. Cellular spatial context

We define the spatial context of a cell as the distributions
of cells of different classes in its surrounding neighborhood.
To describe the spatial context, we introduce Ripley’s K-
function, a spatial statistics function that describes point
patterns [15, 5]. For a cell of interest, called the source,
we can measure the number of neighbors (called targets)
within a distance r from the source. Aggregating over all
observed points, we have the K-function as the cumulative
distribution function that represents the expected number of
neighbors within increasing distances ri from the source.
See the illustration in Fig. 4. Formally, given a 2D point set
X of size n, the K-function is:

K(r) =
1

λ

∑
s∈X

∑
t∈X\{s}

1

n− 1
Jd(s, t) < rK (1)

where d(s, t) is the Euclidean distance between the source
and target points s and t. J·K is the Iverson bracket, which is
one if the condition inside it is true, and zero otherwise. λ
is the intensity function used to normalize w.r.t. the density
of the source points. Depending on the assumption, the in-
tensity function can be a constant, i.e., Area

n , (homogeneous
setting) or location dependent (inhomogeneous).

We can compare the calculated K-function with the base-
line, i.e., the K-function of a random point process (Poisson
point process). When the K-function of interest is above
the baseline at a certain range of r, we know there are more
target points than one would expect from a random point
process, and thus the points are clustered. When the K-
function is below the baseline, we have less target points
than one would expect from a random point process, hence
the points are dispersed. For multi-class point sets, we ex-
tend the K-function so that the source and target can be from
different classes of points. In such case, the K-function is
also called the K-cross function.
Cell-specific K-functions and vectorization. In cell de-
tection and classification, we focus on individual cells and
inspect the spatial context of each cell rather than at the pop-
ulation level. For a given cell s as the source, we restrict to
a fixed-size region surrounding it. We only consider target
cells falling within this local region or patch. We consider
target cells of different classes one-by-one. For class c, de-
note by Xc

s all class-c cells within the local patch centered
at s. The K-function of class c is

Kc
s(r) =

1

nmax

∑
t∈Xc

s\{s}
Jd(s, t) < rK (2)
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Figure 2. Model architecture. The feature extractor generates shared features for all four following modules: cell detection, classification,
spatial context, and deep clustering. Each module has its own layers to generate its own task-specific representation. The spatial context
module learns the K-function of each cell. The deep clustering module performs dynamic clustering based on spatial context representations
and cell classification representations. The model is trained end-to-end and thus learns a spatial-context-aware feature representation.

Figure 3. Input and ground truth (GT) training maps. (A) Sample
training patch. (B) The GT point annotation. (C) The detection
GT mask. (D) The classification GT masks. Blue, red, and green
indicate inflammatory, epithelial, and stromal cells/channels, re-
spectively.

Figure 4. Ripley’s K function. Left: The K-function considers the
number of neighboring target points (cells) of different classes at
increasing radii from a source (cell) s. The sources and targets can
each be points from a specific class. Right: Plot of an observed
K-function together with the baseline from a Poisson point pro-
cess. The dashed lines are the confidence interval envelopes for
the random process function.

where nmax = maxs
∑

c |Xc
s | denotes the maximum num-

ber of target cells for any local patch.
In practice, we set the patch size to 180 × 180. We also

vectorize the K-function by uniform sampling at a finite set
of radii: r = 15, 30, 45, . . . , 90 pixels. In total, we have
three classes, each with six dimension. We call this 18 di-

mensional vector the K-function vector of s. By learning
to predict this K-function vector, our model learns the spa-
tial representation.

K-functions and cells’ spatial behavior. We finalize this
subsection by providing real examples to illustrate how K-
functions can help refine cells’ spatial representation. In
Fig. 5, we visualize different classes of cells and their K-
functions. Since K-function is high dimensional, we can-
not directly show their values. Instead, we cluster cells
of each class into sub-categories based on their K-function
vectors, and then visualize different sub-categories with dif-
ferent colors (from dark blue to light blue for inflammatory
cells, from dark green to light green for stromal cells, from
dark red to light red / pink for epithelial cells).

We observe that different sub-categories clearly exhibit
distinct spatial behavior. For epithelial cells, cells clustered
within a tumor nest often belong to the pink sub-category,
whereas those that are more dispersed and closer to stromal
cells belong to the red sub-category. For stromal cells, the
ones from the light green sub-category are often closer to
other classes (inflammatory or epithelial cells). Meanwhile,
other stromal cells that are far from inflammatory/epithelial
cells tend to belong to the dark green sub-category. Simi-
lar behavior can be observed for inflammatory cells: light
blue cells are clustered while dark blue cells are dispersed.
Moreover, Fig. 6, shows the average K-functions for the dif-
ferent pairs of source and target cell classes. It is obvious
that different pairs of cells classes exhibit different spatial
behavior.

This demonstrates that K-functions do stratify cells into
sub-categories with distinct spatial behavior. It motivates us
to learn the spatial representation via K-functions.
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Figure 5. Visualization of cells with distinct K-functions. We
group cells into sub-categories based on their K-function vectors.
Different sub-categories exhibit different spatial behavior. Please
note that the choice of darker to lighter colors does not imply a
sequential relationship between sub-categories.

Figure 6. Average K-functions when the centers are inflammatory
(left), epithelial (center), and stromal cells (right). In each plot,
blue, red, and green curves represent different neighboring cell
types.

2.2. Multi-task learning for a spatial-context-aware
representation

Our proposed model has four modules for four different
tasks: cell detection, cell classification, deep clustering, and
spatial context prediction. The four modules share a com-
mon feature extractor that learns a shared feature represen-
tation. The deep clustering module and the spatial context
prediction module are only used in training. They help learn
a spatial-context-aware representation which improves the
performance of cell detection and classification. Please see
Fig. 2 for the model architecture.

Feature extractor. The feature extractor is a variant of U-
Net model [35] with a VGG-16 [39] backbone. The output
of the feature extractor has 96 channels and the same spatial
resolution as the input. The output feature representation is
shared by all four task-specific modules.

Each of the task-specific modules also has its own block
of convolutional layers. For all the task-specific blocks, the
spatial resolution of the input and output are the same as the
input image. But the number of output channels are differ-
ent for different tasks. This allows different task-specific
blocks to tune the features to better suit their own tasks
without conflict. The tasks are very different; involving
both classification and regression. The deep clustering task
is very dynamic in nature. Without its own task-specific
block, it will destabilize the feature extractor and affects

other tasks negatively.
Next, we explain different task-specific modules.

Cell detection and classification modules. For cell de-
tection, the model predicts a single channel likelihood map
over all pixels and compare it with a binary ground truth
mask. The ground truth mask is generated by dilating the
point annotation slightly. For cells close to each other, we
use smaller dilation radii to avoid overlapping. Each con-
nected component in the mask corresponds to one cell. See
Fig. 3 for an illustration. The output of the cell-detection
block has a single channel with sigmoid activation. The
training for this module uses DICE loss as it tends to pre-
serve small objects in the image.

For the classification task, we create a similar ground
truth mask as the detection ground truth mask, except that
pixels in each connected component has a specific cell class.
The cell-classification block output has three channels, cor-
responding to the three cell classes. We use a softmax acti-
vation and use DICE loss for training.

During inference, we only use the detection and clas-
sification branches. We threshold the cell-detection block
output and use the centroids of all connected components
as the predicted cell locations. We classify each cell using
the cell-classification block output at its predicted location.

Spatial context prediction module. The spatial context
prediction module predicts cell-specific K-function vec-
tors (as defined in Eq. 2 ). The intuition is that by pre-
dicting spatial context, the learnt feature representation is
spatial-context-aware and can help detection and classifi-
cation modules. This will be verified in the experimental
section via an ablation study.

We predict an 18 dimensional K-function vector for each
cell. For ground truth, we use the ground truth cell detection
mask generated for the cell detection task. For each pos-
itive pixel, i.e., the pixels within the dilated components,
we compute the K-function vector. Our spatial-context-
prediction block output has the same spatial resolution as
the input image, and has 18 channels corresponding to the
18 dimensional K-function vectors. No additional activa-
tion is needed. Only the predictions at the positive pixels
are compared with the ground truth K-function vectors.

To compare two K-function vectors, we can use the Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov test [6] for comparing sample estimates
of cumulative distribution functions. Formally, it is the
supreme norm of the difference between the prediction and
ground truth:

KM(Kpred,Kgt) = supr |Kpred(r)−Kgt(r)|.

In practice, we found out that the supreme norm is less effi-
cient and we use L1 norm as a surrogate loss.

Deep clustering module. The spatial context prediction
module learns representations of spatial context. However,
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in practice, we observe that it does not collaborate well with
the detection and classification modules. We hypothesize
that the appearance feature and the spatial context feature
do not fuse well. This could be due to the very different
natures of different tasks. The detection and classification
tasks are per-pixel classification tasks with a small number
of classes. Whereas the spatial context prediction task is a
regression problem of high dimensional output.

In order to re-calibrate the appearance features and spa-
tial features learnt from these different tasks, we propose
a deep clustering module, which plays the role of self-
supervision and lies in the mid-ground between the other
modules. The deep clustering module executes a per-pixel
classification task, but with a higher number of pseudo-
classes derived from both spatial and appearance informa-
tion. Deep clustering is known to enhance feature repre-
sentation [10, 13] especially for unsupervised and weakly-
supervised tasks. This also fits our setting; we do not have a
golden standard of sub-categories of cells. Instead, we de-
rive the sub-classes dynamically based on the feature repre-
sentation and train the model to predict them.

In particular, we apply k-means clustering on the inter-
mediate feature representation to obtain pseudo-sub-classes
that further divide cells of each class. Each class of cells
is stratified into 5 pseudo-sub-classes. The deep-clustering
block then learns to predict these pseudo labels. The de-
sign of this block is similar to the cell classification mod-
ule. We note that the intermediate feature representation for
clustering is a concatenation of the features from the deep-
clustering block and the spatial-context-prediction block.
This ensures that the clustering, and thus the learnt feature
representation, integrates both spatial and appearance infor-
mation in a well-calibrated way.

The clustering and derived pseudo-sub-class labels are
re-generated on the start of every epoch. When running k-
means clustering, the clusters’ centroids are initialized with
the previous epoch’s centroids to avoid excess jumping be-
tween cluster mapping. The training is very similar to the
cell classification task, using DICE loss.

The overall loss of our model is the weighted sum of losses
from all four modules:

L = λ1LDet + λ2LClass + λ3LSpatial + λ4LDeepCluster.

In practice, we simply set all weights to one.

Technical details. We finalize this subsection with a few
more details of our model architecture. The feature extrac-
tor has VGG-16 encoder and has 4 decoder blocks. The last
decoder block is a single deconvolution layer with 96 out-
put channels. The detection, classification, deep clustering,
and spatial context blocks, all have a similar architecture:
two 3 × 3 convolutions with 64 channels output, followed
by 1× 1 convolution to give the final output. Each convolu-

tion except for last is followed by a ReLU activation. More
details are in Section 3 and supplementary material.

3. Experiments

We evaluate our method, MCSpatNet, on three datasets
of different cancer types: breast cancer, lung cancer, and
colorectal cancer. The breast cancer dataset, BRCA-M2C,
consists of 120 patches belonging to 113 patients, collected
from TCGA [42]. The lung cancer dataset, SEER-Lung,
is a collection of 57 patches from the SEER cohort [16].
Each patch is sampled from different whole slide images or
tissue samples to maximize the generalizability. The col-
orectal cancer dataset, Consep [19], is publicly available. It
has 41 patches. The patches from all 3 datasets are of size
≈ 500× 500 at 20x magnification; they are large enough to
provide spatial context. The lung and breast cancer datasets
are annotated by pathologists with ground truth points at
approximate centers of cells with an associated class: in-
flammatory, epithelial, or stromal. It is worth mentioning
that all the epithelial cells in these patches are tumor cells.
The Consep dataset additionally has nuclei contour masks.
Details of these datasets are in the supplemental material.

Implementation details of MCSpatNet. We train the
model on patches taken at 20x magnification, which is
around 0.5 microns per pixel. We use dilated ground truth
dot masks with dilation up to 9 pixels In all datasets, the
model is trained on the 3 major classes: inflammatory, ep-
ithelial, and stromal cells. For the deep clustering, we use
kmeans. Each cell class has k=5 clusters (15 in total).

To train the spatial context module, we use an R-package
to generate the ground truth K-functions with border cor-
rection. These K-functions only need to be computed once
before training starts. It takes around 0.1 min per patch.
The radius r’s range=[0, 90] with step=15 pixels. To get the
formula as in Eq. 1, the returned K-function is multiplied
by number of cells in region

area×nmax
, where nmax is a constant set to 100.

During inference, we apply a threshold=0.5 on the detection
output and get rid of tiny connected components with area
less than 5 pixels. The location of the predicted cells are
then the centroids of the resulting connected components.

Evaluation. We train and evaluate our method against
state-of-the-arts on all three datasets. We split each training
dataset into train and validation sets and evaluate all meth-
ods on the same split. The performance is evaluated with
the F-score metric. We report the F-scores on the detec-
tion and classification tasks. Similar to existing approaches
[19, 40], we say a predicted cell is true positive (TP) if it is
within 6 pixels (around 3 microns) from one of the ground
truth points. Otherwise it is a false positive (FP). A ground
truth point is false negative (FN) if it does not have a nearby
prediction. F-score is then calculated as TP

TP+0.5(FP+FN) .
The detection F-score is computed over all detected cells
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Table 1. Results on all three datasets. For each dataset, we report five scores: F-scores for individual classes (inflammatory, epithelial,
stromal), mean F-score over all three classes (Mean), and detection F-score over all cells (Det.). For each score, the best method is
highlighted with bold fonts.

BRCA-M2C Consep SEER-Lung
Method Infl. Epi. Stro. Mean Det. Infl. Epi. Stro. Mean Det. Infl. Epi. Stro. Mean Det.
U-Net 0.498 0.744 0.476 0.572 0.838 0.681 0.613 0.561 0.618 0.724 0.779 0.809 0.571 0.720 0.856
Faster-RCNN [33] 0.572 0.718 0.490 0.594 0.806 0.259 0.523 0.446 0.410 0.492 0.192 0.769 0.411 0.457 0.616
Cascade RCNN [8] 0.564 0.708 0.505 0.592 0.796 0.644 0.633 0.515 0.597 0.682 0.710 0.793 0.454 0.653 0.759
PointSeg[31] 0.249 0.407 0.300 0.319 0.538 0.104 0.603 0.210 0.306 0.435 0.748 0.773 0.537 0.686 0.848
HoverNet-Weakly 0.582 0.702 0.513 0.599 0.817 0.549 0.377 0.365 0.431 0.518 0.823 0.808 0.535 0.722 0.846
HoverNet [19] - - - - - 0.633 0.651 0.624 0.636 0.730 - - - - -
MCSpatNet 0.635 0.785 0.553 0.658 0.849 0.724 0.695 0.628 0.682 0.762 0.799 0.817 0.600 0.739 0.860

Table 2. Ablation study on the 3 datasets. The metrics and the highlight convention are the same as in Table 1.

BRCA-M2C Consep SEER-Lung
Method Infl. Epi. Stro. Mean Det. Infl. Epi. Stro. Mean Det. Infl. Epi. Stro. Mean Det.
U-Net 0.498 0.744 0.476 0.572 0.838 0.681 0.613 0.561 0.618 0.724 0.779 0.809 0.571 0.720 0.856
U-Net+Deep Clus. 0.593 0.763 0.505 0.620 0.851 0.613 0.644 0.504 0.587 0.714 0.768 0.804 0.576 0.716 0.849
U-Net+Spat. Pred. 0.597 0.771 0.507 0.625 0.853 0.682 0.650 0.522 0.618 0.761 0.787 0.809 0.587 0.728 0.851
Using NN Dist. 0.641 0.698 0.447 0.595 0.829 0.656 0.616 0.568 0.613 0.719 0.752 0.808 0.558 0.706 0.848
Using Density 0.563 0.753 0.525 0.614 0.851 0.686 0.687 0.624 0.666 0.764 0.797 0.807 0.572 0.725 0.850
MCSpatNet 0.635 0.785 0.553 0.658 0.849 0.724 0.695 0.628 0.682 0.762 0.799 0.817 0.600 0.739 0.860

regardless of their class. The classification F-score is eval-
uated on cells of each class (inflammatory F-score, epithe-
lial F-score and stromal F-score). We also report the mean
F-score over the three classes as an overall metric for the
classification performance.

Baselines. We compare with several SOTA methods which
can jointly segment/detect and classify cells. U-Net is a
baseline method for joint detection and classification. It
uses a U-Net architecture with VGG-16 backbone. It is es-
sentially our method (MCSpatNet) without the spatial pre-
diction and deep clustering modules. We also compare
against SOTA computer vision multi-class detection algo-
rithms, e.g., Faster-RCNN [33] and Cascade RCNN [8].

Aside from detection based methods, segmentation-
based methods can also be applied. Since the ground truth
nuclei masks are not available, we apply a SOTA weakly
supervised nuclei segmentation method (PointSeg) [31],
which only requires point annotation for training. To clas-
sify the segmentation results, we train a CNN classifier
(SSPP) [40] on local patches enclosing each predicted cell
segment. We also apply HoverNet [19], a SOTA joint seg-
mentation and classification method. Training HoverNet re-
quires fully annotated nucleus masks, which is only avail-
able for Consep dataset. We only apply the full Hover-
Net on Consep. Meanwhile, for all three datasets, we ap-
ply a weakly-supervised HoverNet (HoverNet-Weakly) by
training on pseudo-masks acquired from point-annotation-
anchored superpixels. More details can be found in the sup-

plemental material.
Results and discussions. Table 1 shows the results of our
method and all baselines on all three datasets. Our method
consistently outperform all baselines on different metrics.
Generally, we observe a bigger advantage in the classifi-
cation task (inflammatory, epithelial, stromal F-scores and
mean F-score) than in the detection task (Det. F-score).
This is expected as spatial context is used by pathologists to
help determine cell classes in ambiguous situation, whereas
appearance is the main cue for detection.

Figure 7 shows the qualitative results of our method and
different baselines. In all patches, the appearance of cells
are not very discriminating and baseline models are unable
to correctly classify them. Our model is able to differentiate
epithelial vs. stromal cells and epithelial vs. inflammable
cells. More results are in the supplemental material.
Ablation study. We evaluate our proposed method against
a few variations to show the efficacy of different compo-
nents. In all the runs we use the same experimental setting
as above. We first evaluate the efficacy of the proposed two
novel modules: spatial prediction and deep clustering. To
this end, we evaluate 3 baselines: U-Net (the model with
both modules removed), U-Net plus deep clustering mod-
ule, and U-Net plus spatial prediction module. See Table 2
for the results. Comparing U-Net with the second and third
baselines, we observe both modules contribute to perfor-
mance improvement. Furthermore, the full version of our
model, MCSpatNet, outperforms all three baselines. This
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Figure 7. Qualitative Results. Blue, red, and green dots represent inflammatory, epithelial, and stromal cells, respectively.

establishes the necessity of both modules.
To further investigate the efficacy of the proposed K-

function, we compare with using different spatial context
descriptors: nearest neighbor distance function and density
function. For the first baseline, in the spatial prediction
module, we replace the K-function vector with the distance
to the nearest neighbor cell of each of the 3 classes. For
the second baseline, we replace the K-function vector with
the density of the cells from each of the 3 classes within the
neighborhood area. As shown in Table 2, K-function based
spatial prediction outperforms both of these baselines. This
demonstrates that the K-function provides richer spatial in-
formation and helps the model learn a spatial-context-aware
representation that best suits the cell detection and classifi-
cation tasks.

More ablation studies are in the supplemental material.
Statistical significance. To verify that the benefit of our
method is robust, we ran our method and two top base-
lines: UNet and HoverNet-Weakly, for three more splits on
BRCA-M2C (Table 3). Our method is consistently the best
over all scores. Furthermore, we ran a paired T-test compar-
ing our method with these baselines. We highlight a base-
line result if it is not statistically significantly different from
ours (i.e., p-value > 0.05). These “close second” results of-
ten have much lower average, but high standard deviation;
they are very unstable.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel method for joint cell

detection and classification. The novel contribution is to ex-
plicitly introduce spatial context information and train the
model to learn a spatial-context-aware cell representation

Table 3. Average and standard deviation of scores on four random
splits of BRCA-M2C.

MCSpatNet U-Net Hovernet-
Weakly

Infl. 0.71± 0.07 0.58± 0.22 0.54± 0.04

Epi. 0.76± 0.03 0.72± 0.02 0.55± 0.19

Stro. 0.56± 0.08 0.51± 0.09 0.49± 0.08

Mean 0.67± 0.04 0.60± 0.10 0.53± 0.06

Det. 0.85± 0.02 0.84± 0.01 0.78± 0.03

of cells. We also use a deep clustering method to better re-
calibrate the spatial and appearance features. The proposed
method outperforms different SOTA methods, demonstrat-
ing the significance of spatial context.

In the future, we will extend the method to other forms
of contextual information, e.g., topology [4, 2], and other
stainings, e.g., multiplex immunohistochemistry [1, 17].
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